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Motivation
 Existential competition
between the US and Soviet
Union / Russia
 Tremendous numbers of
weapons deployed on both
sides
 Sec. Brown: “We build, they
build. We stop, they build.”
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 Pakistan appears to be
striving for nuclear
superiority over India

Existing data and quantitative research
 Does nuclear balance affect the ability to prevail in a nuclear crisis?
 Recently, statistical methods have supplemented traditional but indeterminate case studies
 Matthew Kroenig, 2013
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Population of Nuclear Crises through 2001
 Kroenig’s dataset consists of 20 nuclear crises (Crises in red involved U.S and Russia):


Korean War (1950)



Yom Kippur War (1973)



Suez crisis (1956)



War in Angola (1975)



Berlin deadline (1958)



Afghanistan invasion (1979)



Berlin wall (1961)



Able Archer exercise (1983)



Cuban Missile Crisis (1962)



Nicaragua, MIG-21S (1984)



Congo crisis (1964)



Kashmir (1990)



Six-Day War (1967)



Taiwan Strait crisis (1995)



Sino-Soviet border war (1969)



India/Pakistan nuclear tests (1998)



War of attrition (1970)



Kargil crisis (1999)



Cienfuegos submarine base (1970)



India Parliament attack (2001)

Hypotheses and variables
H1: “States that enjoy nuclear
superiority will be more likely to win
nuclear crises.”

 Control variables



H2: “The greater a state’s level of
nuclear superiority, the more likely it is
to win nuclear crises.” (Kroenig, 2013)





 Dependent variable:
 Crisis outcome
 Independent variables:
 Nuclear superiority
 Nuclear ratio






Capabilities (a composite measure of
conventional capability)
Gravity (binary, based on the gravity of the
crisis relative to the gravity for the adversary)
Population (size)
Proximity (binary, based on relative
proximity to crisis location)
Regime (ranking on a scale from autocratic
to democratic)
Second strike (binary, based on the
presence of SLBMs, mobile missiles, or
bombers on continuous alert)
Security (average historical number of
crises)
Violence (ordinal level of violence
associated with the crisis for that state)

Kroenig’s research
 Chi-Square test


Test of independence on the data
points



Yields a statistically significant
relationship between nuclear
superiority and victory

 Clustered Probit Regression


Meant to cluster on dyad to
account for dependencies within
dyads



Models victory as a function of
superiority and other covariates



Measures of nuclear superiority
are statistically significant
regardless of model specification

Critiques of existing quantitative research
 Qualitative

 Quantitative

Crisis inclusion / exclusion
criteria



Lack of simple data summaries



Sample and effect size



Crudeness of the independent
variable



Hypothesis testing applied to
population data



Aggregate nature of the
dependent variable



Dependence in the data and
parametric methods



Insufficient data for causal
inference based on statistical
analysis alone



Inappropriate statistical
techniques



Lack of comments on statistical
vs. substantive significance



Simple data summaries
 P(win) = 18/52 = 35%
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 P(win | superior) = 14/26 = 54%
 P(win | inferior) = 4/26 = 15%
 Cor (outcome within dyad) = -0.25
 P(no one wins) = 9/26 = 35%
 P(both sides win) = 1/26 = 4%

Addressing issues with the Chi-Squared test
 Ordinary bootstrap for the
odds ratio

 Blocked bootstrap for the odds
ratio

 10000 bootstrap samples of 26
data rows
 95% CI for the odds ratio:

 10000 bootstrap samples of 26
dyads
 95% CI for the odds ratio:



(2.246, 1125.000)

 Odds of winning are at least twice
as high if the country’s nuclear
arsenal is superior



(1.692 46.070)

 Odds of winning are at least 70%
higher if the country’s nuclear
arsenal is superior

Next steps: addressing issues with regression
 Bayes logistic regression to account for small sample size
 Bootstrap the coefficients to avoid dependence / population issues
 Estimate Marginal Effects to inform substantive significance
Ordinary Bootstrap 95% CI
Model

Coefficient

Marginal Effect

Blocked Bootstrap 95% CI
Coefficient

Marginal Effect

Superiority only

0.676

3.322

0.128

0.549

0.455

3.640

0.104

0.625

Superiority + all other
variables

0.796

4.287

0.141

0.713

0.644

6.146

0.108

0.845

Superiority + proximity +
second strike + violence

1.098

4.500

0.201

0.701

1.317

4.750

0.245

0.742

Concluding thoughts
 Causal inference requires integrating statistical and case study analysis within the framework of
International Relations theory


Existing studies are not truly multidisciplinary

 Inappropriate statistical analysis undermines study conclusions


Kroenig’s analysis may be flawed but his conclusions may be correct

 Causal relationships between nuclear superiority and crisis outcome are heterogeneous by crisis


This makes prediction of future crisis outcomes difficult

 Future work must be guided by policy relevance and focus on understanding the causal
mechanisms behind crisis outcomes, as well as estimating the uncertainty involved

 Working hypotheses:



“There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so”
While it may be difficult to exploit superiority, we want to hedge against the possibility of dire
outcomes of inferiority

